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Introduction: Presuppositions & Accommodation

▪ Presuppositions (PSPs): what’s taken for granted or backgrounded

 Presuppositionality --/→ explicit prior satisfaction

(1) Gordon stopped smoking. [1]

~> Gordon was smoking before

► PSPs can be accommodated [2]

[1] Kripke 2009; [2] Lewis 1979
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Introduction: Global vs Local Accommodation
▪ Distinction btw. Global and Local Accommodation:

- Global: root level, PSP part of speaker commitment (see (1))
- Local: embedded level, PSP not part of speaker commitment

(2) Caitlin's birthday is next week, 
but I don't know whether Isabelle is planning a surprise party for her.
If Caitlin realizes beforehand that Isabelle is planning a surprise 
party, then Isabelle will probably be very disappointed.

~> LOCAL: If Isabelle is planning a surprise party and
Caitlin realizes it, …

same label = same mechanism?

➢ goal: bring experimental evidence to bear on this issue
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Design & Sample Item (32 + 16 fillers, Latin2)
GLOBLOC MetUnmet Context Target (Continuation)

GLOBAL

psp met

A:

Linda 

loves 

traveling,

and last year she 

went to Vietnam.

B:

She went 

to Vietnam 

again this 

year, so
she probably 

picked up 

some 

Vietnamese 

already.

psp unmet

but I don’t know 

whether she’s been to 

Vietnam before.

LOCAL

psp met

Linda 

loves 

traveling.

B: 

Yeah – last year she 

went to Vietnam… If she went 

to Vietnam 

again this 

year, then
psp unmet

Yeah – though I don’t 

know whether she’s 

been to Vietnam 

before…

▪ Method: Speeded acceptability judgment* with response after ‘target’

* Judgments were given via Mouse-tracking – for more, join break-out room or see Appendix!

Demo Link: https://farm.pcibex.net/r/cAXWxc/



Off-line Results 
(N=68)

- lower acceptance rates for
unmet than met
→ accommodation cost

- decrease larger for 
GLOBAL than LOCAL
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term estimate std.error p

(Intercept) 0.9363 0.1311 ***

GlobLoc1 -0.2056 0.1688 .22

MetUnmet1 1.8644 0.1224 ***

GlobLoc1:

MetUnmet1
0.7462 0.2448 **



RT Results 
(N=68)

- for unmet conditions,
acceptances faster for
LOCAL than GLOBAL
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term estimate std.error p

(Intercept) 1041.12 29.8 ***

GlobLoc1 45.86 34.3 .18

ResponseTRUE -16.08 28.8 .57

GlobLoc1:

ResponseTRUE
89.72 43.1 *
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Discussion

▪ LOCAL accommodation (= difference between met and unmet contexts)
more acceptable & faster to accept than GLOBAL accommodation

► speed of LOCAL accommodation surprising given status as last resort[3]

► also at odds with data from contextless truth-value judgments[4] 

and the covered-box paradigm[5]

➢ suggests associated cost can be overridden in appropriate context,
which may favor global over local accommodation

FOR MORE DETAILS ON INDIVIDUAL TRIGGERS AND MOUSE-TRACKING DATA, 
JOIN OUR BREAK-OUT ROOM!

[3] Heim 1983; [4] Chemla & Bott 2013; [5] Romoli & Schwarz 2015



Thanks for watching!
WE WANT TO THANK THE UPENN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF 
MEANING LAB AND THE UC SAN DIEGO LANGUAGE & DEVELOPMENT 
LAB FOR FEEDBACK ON THE PROJECT.



Off-line Results for 
individual trigger

- larger cost for local
accommodation (numerically)
present for all triggers but
discover

A1



Mouse-tracking
Results
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Full RTs
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